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MONDAY
"I can hear you— the rest of the world hears you,
and the people who knocked these buildings
down will hear all of us soon."
— President George W. Bush
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"We will never forget"
Students, faculty remember
victims with reflection wall
By Julia Hall
For The Maine Campus
"God Bless America." That's just one of the many phrases written
on the University of Maine's new reflection wall, in front of Fogler
Library. The wall is a way for students, faculty and employees to share
their thoughts and feelings about the terrorist attacks last week.
The University of Maine administration decided the wall would
serve as a community program of remembrance for the tragedies that
our nation is enduring daily.
The wall was introduced Thursday, Sept. 13. UMaine President
Peter S. Hoff spoke to more than 300 students and faculty who gathered on the mall to remember and
reflect.
In his speech, Hoff expressed
the need for the community at
Maine to hold on strongly to its
values. He expressed the sentiment that the attacks in New York
City and Washington, D.C. were
attacks on the ideals of universities.
"fThe1 attack that we experienced was an attack on everything
that society stands for and, even
perhaps more specifically to us, it
was an attack on everything that a
university stands for," Hoff said.
"An attack on reason, an attack on
civilization, an attack on civilized
behavior, on humanity and
humane values, on knowledge
itself, and on understanding based
on fact and on a civilized value
system."
Although the terrorists responsible for the attacks must be held
accountable for their actions, we
should not reduce ourselves to the
same sort of actions, Hoff said.
"We can not let our fears
debase ,our own humane values
and our own civilized behavior,"
he said. "We cannot let the attack
cause us to imitate the worst traits
of our attackers."
He commended those who had
given blood or found other ways
of trying to help.
"I want to applaud everyone in
our community who found constructive ways to taking action in
response .to their feelings," Hoff
said.
Hoff also reminded the crowd
that Maine is part of a worldwide
community. He made a plea to
everyone that we remember not to
turn our anger on innocent people,
specifically our international students and faculty.
"Everyone who studies and
works here is part of the community," he said. "Dedicated to
learning, dedicated to the pursuit
See REFLECTION WALL on page 5

An unidentified girl waves
an American
flag at Old
Town's annual
Riverfest
Saturday
morning. Tags
and signs in
store windows
reading "Old
Town Stands
United" lined
the street during the parade.

The tearful
tally grows
5,097: People still missing at
the World Trade Center site.
180: People confirmed dead at
the World Trade Center site.
115: Number of dead identified at the WTC towers.
5: People pulled out alive
• from the WTC debris.
3: Days since the last sign of a
survivor from the twin towers.
CAMPUS PHOTO • AMBER WILLIAMS
7: Number of days people can
live in air pockets in rubble.
300: About how many New
York firefighters are still missing.
168: Number of New York
City
firefighters
promoted
Sunday, many to replace missing
and dead co-workers.
188: People confirmed dead at
the Pentagon.
113: Of the Pentagon is no
longer usable.
226: People killed in airplanes.
20: Percent of flights cut in
the U.S.
450,000: Tons of debris total
from World Trade Center.
22,000:
Tons of debris
removed from the World Trade
Center.
19: Hijackers identified so far.
4: Material witnesses in custody.
50,000: Reserves called to
duty
9/11/01: A day no one in the
United states will ever forget.
Compiled from CNN.corn,
MSNBC.com
and CBS.com
reports.
Allfigures as of Sunday night.

UMaine senior Mary Miller
leaves a message on the reflection wall in front of the Fogler
Library Friday afternoon following President Hoff's address.

CAMPUS PHOTO • FRED NICHOLS

Neighbors demand Afganistan turn over bin Laden
By Steven Thomma
Knight Ridder Newspapers
WASHINGTON, D.C. — With

the United States forcing the Afghanistan with an ultimatum:
world to take sides, Pakistan pre- Turn over the terrorist suspected
pared to send a delegation 'of masterminding Tuesday's
to
Monday
neighboring attack on America or face massive

retaliation.
President George W. Bush and
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THE WORLD

BEYOND
UM AINE
Civil rights concerns
mount after attack
By Terri Somers
South Florida Sun-Sentinel
The United States' record on
civil liberties in times of crisis portends a blow to Americans' civil
liberties in the wake of last week's
terrorist attacks, civil libertarians
and other legal experts say.
With every national security crisis, the nation rushes to react with
measures that infringe on individual freedom, Gary Gershman, a
constitutional law expert at Nova
Southeastern Univeisity, said.
President George W. Bush prepared to sign a law Saturday,
approved overwhelmingly by
Congress, giving him authority to
conduct a broad international campaign against terrorism.
An existing anti-terrorism law,
passed in the wake ofthe Oklahoma
City bombing, has been criticized
by lawyers who say it infringes on
constitutional rights yet provides little real protection against terrorism.
There has been a push to repeal
some of its tougher elements.
Now politicians and policymakers are considering legislation
that would extend the powers of
the CIA and expand the use of
wiretaps. They have resurrected a
proposal to toughen penalties for
leaking government intelligence.
Those measures would require
new legislation, and while they
might be placed on a fast track,
the process still takes time and
requires debate. But the changes
felt most immediately by
Americans will not necessarily
require new laws, experts said.
"We'll use our same standards,
use the same words, but the flexibility will lie in the execution,"
said Mary Cheh, a constitutional
law expert at George Washington
University in Washington,

Americans
rush to enlist
By John Cichowski and
John Chadwick
The Record (Bergen
County, N.J.)
Two days after the attack on
the World Trade Center, a grimfaced lawyer in a business suit
walked into the Marine recruiting
station in Hackensack, N.J., and
did something few professional
men or women ever do:
John W. Meyers offered to enlist.
And he certainly is not alone.
The sneak attack has struck a patriotic chord with many Americans,
both young and old, who want to
volunteer for service just as
President Bush is calling for actiraficattliOtAiiiitlftMeightv:;,.;

Blood drive
on campus

On Wednesday, Sept. 19 and Thursday, Sept. 20,
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., the University of Maine will
be holding a blood drive in the main dining room of
Wells Conference Center. Volunteers are still needfor
spokeswoman
ed. To volunteer, contact Allison Gray on FirstClass
On Thursday,a
the recruitment office at McGuire or call the Red Cross directly at 1-800-GIVE LIFE.
Air Force Base in New Jersey, said
40 calls had been received since
Tuesday's attack. In the Hackensack
Marine office, recruiters said dozens
have been calling and stopping by,
mostly veterans and senior citizens.
The military services usually
only accept applicants who are
younger than 40, but exceptions
are made under a formula that recognizes prior service, Dragan
said.
"Generally, you can subtract your
years of prior service from your age,"
she explained,"and if that adds up to
less than 40, you can be eligible."
Because of his age and lack of prior
service, Meyers would not qualify.
"I tell the older people to be
patient and to donate blood," said
Marine Sgt. Jay Nak, who runs the
recruitment station in Clifton, N.J.
That's not what the Marine
recruiter in Hackensack told
Meyers, however.
"They gave me some information and told me they'd let me
know," he said."I don't think I am
too old. The Marines took my
father in World War II; they can

Correction
In the Thursday, Sept. 13, edition of The
Maine Campus., the Police Beat column stated
Sasha Bickford was arrested for possession of
alcohol and Amanda L. Rose could produce no
registration, license or proof of insurance upon
request. In fact Bickford was issued a summons, not arrested. Additionally, officials made
no mention of Rose's registration, license or
proof of insurance.
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Hupening:

Chemicals leach
into water supply
By Teri Sforza
The Orange County
Register
SANTA ANA,Calif. — A mysterious stew of drugs pass, unmetabolized, through the human body and
into America's waterways daily.
Antibiotics, hormones from
birth-control pills, chemotherapy
agents, blood thinners, anti-inflammatory drugs, beta blockers, antidepressants, caffeine, nicotine and
thousands of other pharmaceuticals
and "personal-care products" are
not removed from sewage by traditreatment
processes.
tional
Scientists have found them in treated waste water that pumps into
rivers and oceans all over the world.
The chemicals occur in tiny concentrations, so small that the technology to measure them has
emerged only in recent years. But
even these low doses may profoundly impact wildlife and lead to more
resistant strains of bacteria. United
States Geological Survey researcher
Larry Barber traced a chemical used
in shampoo from a sewage-treatment plant in Los Angeles to well
water used by people in Pico Rivera
and Whittier, Calif. The chemical
isn't dangerous, Barber said, but it
shows that these chemicals are
entering the drinking water supply.
A German study discovered
the same thing.
The water cycle was truly completed, said researcher Thomas
Heberer: The same drug that originally passed through someone's kidneys was found in the.drinIcing water
that went into someone's mouth.

Wednesday,
September 19th
7pm

;,•otigi

Trained as an architect in
London, Roger Kelly carried
out practice, teach:rig onci

researci in the fields of
social housing, social and
ethical responsibility in
design, and stistainable
rural settlements, Alter
wring for 10 years as
Director of the Centre for
Alternative Technology in
Wales and a further 2 years
as an independent
environmental consultant he is now Director of a new project
based in Cyprus which aims to build on International Eco•Peoce
Village as a model of "peaceful coexistence among people as
well as between people and their natural environment'.

100 Neville Hall, The University of Maine, Orono
************************************************

For more information conlaci Barbara Blazej
of The Peace Studies Program, at 581-2609
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Engineering degree Project could help save
targets post-grads Maine's natural resources
DuPont donates paper technology
By Ryan Akers
For The Maine Campus

In an effort to ease the demand
for students with a doctoral
degree in mechanical engineering, the University of Maine is
implementing a graduate program
in the field for all eligible students.
The program ran the academic
gauntlet last September when
Donald Grant, professor and
chairperson of the Department of
Mechanical Engineering, submitted a proposal to the University of
Maine System Board of Trustees
asking for the green light to establish the program. In July, the
board granted the department permission to proceed with the
advanced research program.
"Its not an overnight process.
To get a program going like this,
you need to recognize the
demand for the program, write an
intensive plan and persuade the
administration," Grant said.
The program is fueled by private contributions from notable

organizations like NASA and the
National Science Foundation,
who combined gave over $2.5
million to aid the program, Grant
said.
Four students are currently
enrolled in the program. Grant
suspects that the program might
swell to as many as ten after the
program becomes established.
In the meantime, students in
the program will have a plateful
of work including research in the
development of a composite strut
for an electric motor for the next
generation U.S. Navy destroyer,
the study of biomechanics of
whale movement, properties of
tires, composite ship hulls and
carbon fiber bicycle frames.
All of these projects will culminate in March when the department will send a group to Jackson
Hole, Wyoming to compete with
16 other U.S. and Canadian universities to see who can build the
most environmental friendly
snowmobile.
"The team will be composed of
four to eight students, most of
which will probably be underorarliiatec"nrant cairl

:s
yc-- un-'
aci ..
...alway.s wear .a condom.
Trite isi.airie Campus; —

By Rachel Wentworth
For The Maine Campus

of Maine."
Most of the research will be
done by scientists and engineers
in the University's Pulp and Paper
The scientific engineering cor- Process Development Center and
poration DuPont has recently continually supported by DuPont
agreed to donate the patent rights employees.
to a new paper making technolo"We all hope that we will find
gy to the University of Maine. something very beneficial and
DuPont hopes UMaine, together marketable here and that the uniwith Sappi Fine Paper of North versity will benefit eventually
America will further develop the from these patents," Barbara
technology, making it commer- Cole, a chemical engineer, said.
Sappi, the leading manufacture
cially viable.
The patent could allow the of coated wood-free paper in
paper to maintain more of its North America, has expressed
fibers and chemicals by draining their enthusiasm in assisting
the raw pulp using a new method. UMaine in this development.
The company hopes this will gen"We're excited to be a part of
erate a savings in both paper mak- this process, continuing our longing and waste water management standing relationship with the
across the state.
esteemed faculty and talented stuDuPont chose UMaine over dents at the 'tniversity of Maine."
several other universities because Dan Coughlin, a specialist at
of the school's scientific reputa- Sappi's Somerset mill, said.
tion and UMaine's potential for
"We are thrilled to partner
eventually commercializing the again with the local university."
products developed.
This company has continuously
"This is one of the most signif- supported the development of
icant gifts ever received by the paper making technology in the
university," UMaine President state of Maine; this is evident in
Peter Hoff said. "Over time it is their willingness to work with the
likely to make an enormous dif- university.
ference in our resource base and
There is a lot of potential in a
our-capacity to serve the citizens newpaper-IMATIPISIROUtoci; how -

Bin Laden•

ever its true success depends on
favorable marketing conditions
and the actual research results.
"For now, there is a lot of fundamental work that needs to be
done," Cole said. "Currently, the
patents don't have much value
since there is still a lot that has to
be studied with respect to the science and engineering involved in
these processes."
Those involved remain optimistic that the idea will flourish.
"We are delighted to make this
donation to the University of
Maine and are confident that we
have selected the best possible
recipient to further elaborate and
develop this technology." Jeffery
A. Coe, vice president and general manager of DuPont Chemical
Solutions Enterprise, said.
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Vice President Dick Cheney shortly after it was hit by the first
brushed aside a denial of respon- of two hijacked airliners. A third
sibility by suspected terrorist hit the Pentagon.
Authorities said Sunday they
Osama bin Laden, calling him a
target. They warned Afghanistan had arrested a second material
and any other nations offering witness in the New York area.
sanctuary to terrorists, that they
In New York, the number of
will face American fury.
people missing rose to 5,097. The
Pausing to pray, Americans toll of confirmed dead was 180. In
looked ahead Sunday to some Virginia, 88 bodies had been recovreturn of normality in their own ered from the Pentagon Sunday.
lives. Stock markets planned to
reopen Monday after their longest
suspension of trading since the
Great Depression in 1933.
Professional baseball games were
to resume Monday.
"Go about your lives . . . Show
how strong we are," said New Another 100 were missing.
U.S. intelligence officials said
York City Mayor Rudy Giuliani.
always
you
that
like
terrorists linked to those who
hard
I "Work
launched
Bush.
Tuesday's attacks might
have," said
define
be
to
difficult
plotting
further attacks. Other
remained
Yet it
world.
attacks
11
could
-Sept.
use biological,
normal in a post
Sunday
officials
chemical
or
small nuclear
Government
sweepweapons,
said
weighing
Sen.
Bob Graham,
said they are
D-Fla.,
the
way
chairman
of
the Senate
the
ing changes in
terrorIntelligence
against
Committee.
country guards
Bush and Cheney emerged
ism, reconsidering a 1:In on
from
assassinations
Camp David, the presidential
U.S.-sponsored
retreat
in Maryland's Catoctin
to
and seeking new powers
Mountains
where they huddled
chilling
eavesdrop. And in a
the
weekend
to make plans
through
footnote, Cheney revealed that
national
security
with
top
advisers.
President Bush on Tuesday
Cheney
pointed
first
at bin
ordered military planes to shoot
multimillionaire
down civilian airliners heading Laden, the Saudi
toward Washington that morn- who heads a terrorist network
called al Qaeda.
ing if they would not divert.
"I have no doubt that he and his
innoof
age
"If we had an
organization
over,"
played a significant role
is
it
country,
cence in this
in
this,"
Cheney
said of bin Laden.
leading
Miller,
said Rev. Bud
"He's
the
target
at
Faith
the moment."
worshippers at the
Cheney
Mich.,
added
that bin Laden's
Utica,
Lutheran Church in
adopted
home
had
country of
daughter
near Detroit. His
Center..likely
-ghatlist4g-4sois
escaped .ther.World,Trade,

Any country that provides sanctuary to terrorists will face the "full
wrath" of the United States, he said.
"The
of
government
Afghanistan has to understand
that we believe they have, indeed,
been harboring the man
whose
organization committed this most
recent egregious act."
Apparently acting at U.S.
behest, the Pakistani officials

"If we had an age of innocence in this
country, it is over."
—Rev. Bud Miller
planned to carry the ultimatum to
the leaders of the Taliban that rules
Afghanistan and harbors bin
Laden and members of his network.
"We are responding to the call
of the international community as
well as the United States," said
Lodhi, Pakistan's
Maleeha
ambassador to the United States.
Bush spoke on Saturday with
Pakistan President Gen. Pervez
Musharraf.
Secretary of State Colin
Powell cautiously credited the
Pakistani government for siding
with the United States against a
group that enjoys popular support
among its own people.
"I don't see any reason not to
trust the Pakistanis," Powell said
on CBS. "So far they have been
forthcoming. They have given
assurances to me. They have given
assurances to the president. And
we will see now what they are
•Actuagy.gLoisgAo,A.F.hpin a SpCif7

ic request is put before them."
Despite the initial focus on
bin Laden and Afghanistan,
Bush and Cheney both stressed
that it will take a wide effort to
root out terrorists hiding around
the world. Bin Laden's network
has people in many countries,
Bush said. And beyond bin
Laden's organization, the
United States faces threats from
other terrorist groups like the
Egyptian Islamic Jihad, Cheney
said.
"I don't want to convey the
impression that somehow, you
know, if we had his head on a platter today that that would solve the
problem," Cheney said. "It worritin
He and other senior administration officials said the government would have to change the
ways it guards against terrorism.
In their efforts to dig out information, Cheney said, intelligence
agencies will have to abandon
their hands-off policies about the
kinds of informants and contacts
they use.
"If you're only going to work
with officially approved, certified
good guys, you are not going to
find out what the bad guys are
doing," Cheney said. "You have
to have on payroll some very
unsavory characters. This is a
mean, nasty, dangerous, dirty
business. We have to operate in
that arena."
John
Attorney
General
Ashcroft said the administration
would ask Congress for broader
power to use wiretaps and computer eavesdropping against sus„
pected terrorists..
•
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UMaine freshman
Eric Gunderson
cruises down the
Pushaw Road in
Glenburn on his
way to his first day
of college life. Eric
worked all summer
as a waiter to buy a
new Toyota for
school.
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Flooding the gates
Story by Aaron Skilling
Photography by Jason Canniff

Robert
Gunderson, 45,
right, helps his
son Eric carry his
dorm belongings
to the car outside
their Glenburn
home recently.
Eric was one of
1,645 incoming
freshmen at
UMaine, which
has the largest
enrollment in
seven years.

Eric and his mother Cathleen, 45, tack up the first poster in his dorm
room in Gannett Hall.

Campus numbers reach 7-year high
On Sept. 4, the mall in front
of the University of Maine's
Fogler Library buzzed with the
return of student life. The fall
semester began and people took
time to mingle with each other
in the open, grassy space. This
year, there were more students
present than in any other year in
recent history. UMaine opened
this semester with its largest
population in seven years.
Nearly 10,500 students .are
enrolled at the university, the
largest number of students since
1994.
"It marks the fourth straight
year that we've seen growths
lfg Mrs'1e6IfrfrroltSfitfor as'

at the university," UMaine
President Peter S. Hoff said."We
want to serve as many students
from Maine and beyond as we
possibly can."
It seems UMaine is doing just
that.
Compared to all other colleges
and universities in the state, the
University of Maine offers more
courses and credit hours and generates more graduates than any
other institution of higher learning.
Of the 10,500 students, 7,500
are full time. To match these
numbers,47 new professors were
added, building the total faulty to
Frcerliker1' "''

With an enrollment increase,
Hoff said changes will have to
be made.
"We're already looking
ahead, we have a new dormitory
that's being planned and constructed, it will be open next
fall," Hoff said.
This new residential hall will
add 200 beds and has been
designed to feature suite-style
lodging.
There may, however, be drawbacks to this enrollment hike..
"Our budget looks like it's
going to be a little tight next
year," Hoff said. "With health
care cost increases, et cetera,
we're going to have to scramble...[but] one of the things we'll
watch out for is to make sure that
one way or another, courses are
Eric hugs
Toby, the
family dog
while eating his last
breakfast at
home
before
heading to
college. At
right is a
friend's 3
old
year
Beta fish,
to
given
Eric by a
friend. "I'm
sure he'll
stay alive
for the next
four years.

available to students."
In years past, "54 percent of
the college-bound kids in
Maine, graduating from Maine
high schools were leaving the
state for college," Hoff said.
This statistic is quite grim for
the state of Maine. Many of the
state's bright and gifted have
left the area in droves. Recently
efforts have been made to attract
these students to UMaine.
"We think it's certainly part
of our mission to serve as a talent magnet," Hoff said. "To
make sure that we attract as
many talented people to come to
Maine and study as possible."
It appears that these strategies
may prove to be very fruitful.
The 1,645 first year students who
make up the class of 2005 come

with
sizable
credentials.
Seventy-four of these students
are the valedictorians and salutatorians of Maine high school
classes. All of these individuals
are receiving full-tuition scholarships. Nearly one-third of the
total awards of the 2001 Mitchell
Scholarships are enrolled in the
University of Maine this semester. The university has awarded
nearly $879,000 in merit-based
scholarships to a total of419 new
students.
" [Students can receive] a
world class education right here
at the University of Maine,"
Hoff said. "It's the premiere
See ENROLLMENT page 5
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Affairs

At 4 p.m. the bells of the
churches of America will be ringing in celebration of Constitution
Week.
I will be at my Church of
Universal Fellowship on Main
Street in downtown Orono ringing
the bell. All are invited to pull the
rope so that the old church bell
may loudly proclaim to all who
listen that we are a nation governed by law.
The horror and frustration of
Sept. 11 and its aftermath is a
national trauma affecting us all.
The number of people who died at
Antietam, the Civil War's most
deadly battle and the most deadly
day in U.S. history, may not be
exceeded by the number of people
who died Sept. 11, but the Civil
War was openly and honorably
conducted by people who understood the danger they faced.
Innocent civilians were only
peripherally involved and died
only by accident. What our society considers the cowardly use of
terrorism is so foreign to our
national beliefs that our reaction
to Sept. 11 is disbelief, horror and
helplessness.
Our society is generally considered litigious, with people
freely able to sue for almost any
reason. A common reaction to
lawsuits is frustration and dismay
that anyone may be called to court
for anything. But, consider the
alternative to resolving conflicts

that we saw Sept. 11 and it is clear
that brave, honest and open resolution of conflict in a court of law
is a primary attribute of a civilized
society.
What then is the appropriate
reaction of our nation?
One helpless reaction is to
accept terrorism as inevitable or
blame ourselves somehow, and
think that if we take no action we
may be spared in the future. Such
a reaction to Hitler, Mussolini and
Tojo enabled those evil despots to
kill and enslave millions before
democracies, which are slow to
anger, reacted to save civilization.
Our president, congressional
leaders and the news media speak
of war. Because we believe in law
as the highest human authority, we
turn to the United States
Constitution,
which
states,
"Congress shall have the authority
to declare war." If the word "war"
is to have its proper meaning, it
should not be used loosely. To
speak of the war on poverty or the
war on drugs is to lessen the significance of a very powerful word.
The last congressional declaration of war was almost 60 years
ago, when we declared war on
Germany, Italy and Japan. Today,
a declaration of war would be a
clear, open statement of our
nation's intention. It would serve
to bring the country together in a
debate on whether we are fully
willing to commit ou selves to the

5

Reflecting Wall
by Attorney
Ted Curtis

monumental task of defense and
destroying terrorism.
Does the law of war require
that a declaration be only against a
particular nation? One of the
salient attributes of the U.S.
Constitution is that it is flexible.
The 21st century requires a modern understanding of the concept
of war. A declaration of war could
be against terrorist organizations
and the countries that support
them.
Debating a declaration of war
by Congress would result in an
open debate by our country's
elected leaders as to the proper
reaction of our nation. If, after
thorough debate, it is a congressional mandate that our nation is
at war with terrorists and terrorist
nations, we would have met the
constitutional requirements of a
nation governed by law and would
have clearly stated our goals.
Our constitution guarantees us
the power to govern ourselves and
protect our people, including
minorities, in the process. That is
why I will be ringing a church bell in
celebration of our Constitution this
Monday afternoon. Please join me.
Legal Services of Student
Government are provided by
Attorney Theodore S. Curtis, Jr
and. until ,the.—.11emorial,„Union
construction is completed, may be
accessed directly or by appointment at 581-1789 or 866-3033 or
on FirstClass: Theodore Curtis.

of truth."
Student reaction to Hoff's
speech was positive.
"We really appreciated the fact
that he said we don't need to lower
ourselves to what the terrorists
did," Heather Silvio, a psychology major, said. There are very few
public figures who are saying that.
Most of them are saying that we
need to drop some bombs on some
cities in Afghanistan, and that is
not the answer."
After the speech, Hoff asked
the crowd to join him in a moment
of silence. He then wrote the very
first message on the reflection
wall. It reads,"We will never forget. Reason will prevail."
Hoff then asked everyone to
join him in writing something on
the wall. Many in the crowd
approached the wall and began

from page 1
writing their own personal messages of remembrance. Some
wrote messages of condolences
to the victims and their families,
offered
their
prayers or
expressed their love for America.
Some quoted the Bible.
One student wrote a message
on the wall that symbolized
heartfelt support from other
countries.
"I am an international student
and I want to say that the whole
world is mourning with America.
You Americans are not alone,"
the student wrote. "The whole
world is with you."
Over the next few days,
everyone is invited to write their
own personal messages on the
wall. The pages will be changed
daily and will be stored in the
university archives.

Enrollment

from page 4

university in the state. When you
look at the cost of going to a private college or out of state, it's a
good buy."
It seems as though many students have caught onto this bargain in the world of higher education. This number is comprised of

students from Maine, 46 other
states and 52 other countries.
As applications begin to roll
in for upcoming semesters, Hoff
hopes to increase enrollment to
11,000 students. Hoff said he has
the feeling that the University of
Maine still has room to grow.

Use your head...
s wear a condom.
The Maine Campus—

better than using your hand.

Your hand is not a personal organizer.

Your hand is not a GPS.

Your hand is not a cell phone.

Your hand is not an MP3 player.

More than just a personal organizer - with optional Springboard modules,
you can turn Visor into a phone, an MP3 player or any number of handy devices.

handspring'

Great student discount:
Visor Deluxe only $159.99 PLUS free case'($49.95 value) with purchase.
For a limited time and only at your school bookstore.
Springboard modules sold separately. Wireless service required for communication module(s).

'Free case offer good only with the purchase of a Visor Deluxe bought July 15. 2001, through September 15 2001, at participating resellers. Receive bifold leather case at register at time of purchase only while supplies last Restrictions apply
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Donate blood,
take part in
relief actions

Summer camp memories
become New York fears

Despite the tragic nature of
last week's events, the recent
terrorist attacks on New York
City, Washington, D.C. and
Pennsylvania have brought out
the best in people everywhere.
Americans have taken to
comforting each other and finding ways, geographically far
away from the affected area as
"I ONLY Re6RET
they may be, to do something, to
THAT I 8Ave. fhiT
do anything.
Ol-'f LIFE TO LOSE
People are volunteering, comFOR MY COVNTIW
munities have solidified and the
ATHAN HAination has put forth the effort to
5CeT 220116 cl
ksee that the rescue workers, who
themselves are logging countless
hours in dangerous conditions,
have the supplies that they need
to continue.
Here in local communities,
the response has been amazing.
While many are feeling helpless
his year marks the ten-year
and insignificant in scale, there anniversary of Nirvana's famed
are ways to get involved outside "Nevermind," the album largely
the afflicted locations.
responsible for sparking the
On Wednesday, between 300 grunge movement. In the afterand 500 people stood in line at math of its release, 'alternative'
the American Red Cross Donor became a breed of rock and
Center in Bangor to give blood. Seattle became the nation's musiIt was the first time some gave cal hotbed. Kurt Cobain turned
blood; some waited in line for from a virtually unknown club
hours and some were even turned rocker to a demigod before our
eyes. All along the way, the
away.
WABI-TV undertook a pledge media triumphantly proclaimed
drive. The Hampden Fire the death of the '80s and its
Department raised $5,000 on famed hair bands. Rock had
Saturday. Applebee's Restaurant become something serious again
sent a truck full of food. Ushuaia and '80s rockers were soon only
accepted new socks for rescue remembered as embarassing sheworkers in lieu of a cover charge males with no talent.
on Thursday.
The time for University of
Maine students to become directly involved will be this
•TV SCHEDULING
Everyone can relax now.
Wednesday and Thursday when
the Red Cross will be sponsoring "Wheel of Fortune" and
a blood drive in Wells Commons. "Jeopardy" are back on. Not
two full days after the catasIn the words of UMaine
President Peter S. Hoff, trophe that hit our nation and
"Wanting to find a way to help
was felt around the world,
out somehow—is very lid- idocal television station, ABC
able and I certainly commend
affiliate WVII-TV Channel 7,
you."
felt we needed a break and
That commendation is cerresumed broadcasting "regutainly well deserved, but if the
larly scheduled programtelevision images are any indicaming." In mid-report Peter
tion, there is much more that
Jennings was preempted by a
smiling Pat and Vanna. The
needs to be done.

NEWS EDITOR

irony is insulting to say the
least. My family and I were
astonished at the severe lack
of priorities displayed by this
respected local TV station. As
other stations continued to
show coverage Channel 7
seemed to momentarily lose
sight of its mission.
I believe we can all appreciate the absolute surreal quality of
this event. Seeing footage from
multiple angles of a Boeing 757
and 767 flying ghost-like
through the World Trade Center

towers boggles the mind. In a
world of seamless special effects
where images of fiery explosions
tell the story, how do our minds
make the distinction? Though
Channel 7 eventually returned to
the ABC news coverage, flipping back and forth between
Jennings' report and Trebek's
Final Jeopardy blurred our ability to keep the reality of these
events in focus.
We must keep in mind that

My friend Nina is 17. Her
sister, Lucca, is 12. This summer,
Nina was a counselor and Lucca
was a camper where I worked. In
September, they returned to
Manhattan. Wednesday, they
were volunteers at a triage center.
Another friend, Tim,is a fourth
grade teacher in Connecticut. He
knew Tuesday morning, about
two hours away, terror had struck.
He couldn't tell his students about
it, the school left that to their parents. Now they know and he is
still trying to explain to nine-yearolds something he can't comprehend himself.
Thursday, my roommate
Barry and I talked about going to
war. I thought he meant the
United States going to war. He
meant himself. He said he would
go if the military needed volunteers. Ten minutes later Barry
asked our friend Raf if he would
volunteer. Before a second
passed he said, "Yes." His conviction made the possibility of
my friends going to war real. A
few hours later, whispering during a phone call from
Massachusetts, my boyfriend
Jim said he felt the same way.
Tuesday morning at 8:40
a.m., my biggest problem was
finding an envelope large enough
to mail a photo.
Thursday morning at 4:30
a.m., my biggest problem was
the unidentified booming noises
outside my window, noises I
thought could be bombs.
It was at that moment, lying in
bed, exhausted from the events
of the past two days, I knew Jim
was right. I was in the same bed
as before, but in a different
world.
For two days I ran through
that world. I sprinted from place

See LETTERS on Page 7

See COPING on Page 7

News Editor Amanda Hebert • 581.1270
news@mainecampus.com

Network Mgr. Walter Hilenski
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Kickstart my heart-shaped box
As long as there's air guitar, there'll be hair band tribute albums
T
time. Unfortunately, the change

COPY MONKEY
I was 11 at the time. I distinctly remember the change as
being both wonderful and horrible at the same time. Nirvana
and its cohorts like Pearl Jam,
Soundgarden, Alice in Chains
and Stone Temple Pilots had
brought a fresh sound to the
airwaves. It was fist-clenching
and emotion-stirring, like riding a motorcycle for the first

had forced me into a double
life, for I loved '80s rock. More
specifically, I loved the hair
bands (which I prefer to
remember as "arena rockers").
The change had come at an
especially difficult time: I had

just entered middle school.
Middle school, where one false
move caught by the popular
elite would trigger three years
of torment. My classmates surfing the grunge wave soon
reduced me to listening to
Poison by headphones while I
mowed the lawn in fear of

See HAIR on Page 7
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Words of wisdom from the
Bull: don't trust the booze
Drunk students susceptible to occasional urine blasting

I

t's no secret that partying is
a large part of college life. These
days pulling tubes in the dorm
basement is just as common place
as pulling an all-fighter studying
for a test. And in my opinion,
your college education isn't complete until you've drunk a plethora of liquor and pissed your own
pants while passed out on your
buddy's floor. Believe me,I'm no
stranger to nocturnal "urine blasting" in my trousers. As long as
there is college there will be partying, there is no denying that.
But before you head out for a
weekend of binge drinking on
Main Street or pounding a few at
Washburn, I just want you to
remember one piece of advice:
Never trust "the booze."
During your tenure here at
UMaine, you will likely Meet
great friends. Many of whom
you may even keep in touch with
for the rest of your life. But I'm
here to tell you that out of all the
great friends you meet, "the
booze" is not one of them.
' Sure, maybe you had a
—..iough week—a few tests, rela'fionship problems or Maybe
your best friend is banging
Then
grandmother.
your
Friday comes around and that
little bottle of beer is calling
your name: "Oh please drink
me ... I won't hurt you ... "Oh
cat's how
"the boo"''
"t/li
-:
Zte'tricks
'Ill II.
•

TRAVIS
COWING,

FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS

and takes advantage of your
inability to make rational decisions. Maybe you go out to the
club and meet a girl. "The
booze" tells you that she looks
like a Victoria's Secret model but
in actuality she's so big it looks
like she ate a Victoria's Secret
model. Or maybe you're at home
by yourself and "the booze" tells
you to pick up the phone and
"drunk dial" every person you
know. Your ex-girlfriend, exboyfriend or maybe your mom.
For me it's easy because my exgirlfriend is my mom.
Maybe someone you're partying with has a bottle of
Jagermeister. "The booze" tells
you to rifle down nine or ten
shots. But about 12 minutes later
your lower intestine rifles those
Shots right back up—usually all
over your lap. All the while "the
booze" just sits there and giggles, entertained by the carnage
he has created.
So you see, boys and girls, in
the world of great friends, "the
booze" is not included. Keep that
in mind the next time your buddy
y6,u. pissed your
Paiit; inhis bed. Just tell him,
- you. You guzzle him .and - he
"Hey, it's not my fault ... 'the
invites a few friends over
hell,
booze' made me do it.
...
maybe 12 ... maybe 24
maybe even 30, depending on
Travis Cowing performs stand
the night.
Then it's all downhill. "The up at the Comedy Connection in
booze" knows you're vulnerable Portland.

Hair fans keep the faith

from page 7

arena rock is just pure fun. It
ing me enjoying the newly- is the ultimate air guitar
hated '80s rock. The staple of music. Everyone loves air guimy musical diet for the last tar. I still often listen to the
three years, Def Leppard's grunge of yore, but it just
"Hysteria," had to be hidden in seems to me that Nirvana and
my night stand so that no visit- grunge was mainly geared to
ing friend could find it. the depressed and angst-ridUnderstand that rocking out to den teenager. Arena rock is
"Territorial Pissings" was there to kick ass with its completely hedonistic ideals.
great, but I always secretly
Criie.
I'm sure that there are two
Motley
yearned for
has
turned
types
of people who have mantide
the
Luckily,
you
aged
make it to the end of this
to
Nowadays,
in a big way.
channels
The first group underarticle.
the
can't flip through
stands
minutes
exactly
what I'm saying—
for more than ten
the
to
ones
who
from
trying
time to time
without somebody
or
a
pretend
that
Ballads"
broom is a guitar
sell you "Monster
months
and
the
play
Bon Jovi loud. My
"Hair Metal." A few
ago, I was treated to two hours kind of people. For the rest of
you, I advise you to take a drive
of nothing but Dee Snyder
with Poison's "Open Up and Say
hair
40
top
the
down
counting
Ahhh..." and let yourself enjoy
noticed
I've
time.
all
bands of
that is good about rock music.
all
including
people,
of
a lot
crankYou
will not be disappointed.
campus,
many on this
Adam
Boynton is a senior
The
rock.
arena
ing up killer
major
journalism
obvious:
completely
reason is

lawn in fear of someone catch-
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America in the aftermath
Reflections on the World Trade Center attack
"Now the light, she fades,
and darkness settles in.
But I will find strength;
I will find pride within.
"Because although I die,
Our freedom will be won.
Though I die,
La Resistance lives on."
—The Mole

T

uesday, Sept. 11,2001 is a
day that will forever live in
infamy. I know those words have
been said before; please understand that I use them not to
lessen the tragedy in which they
were first declared. But no other
words in our language can
express what has happened with
greater power and meaning.
Something we have loved to
take for granted has been cruelly
taken from us. Thousands are
dead, many are wounded and
perhaps billions have been
affected. The John F. Kennedy
assassination of this generation
has come to be. Just as then, we
will'all remember where we were
and what we were doing when
we heard about this great
tragedy.
I watched both towers fall live
on CNN in my dorm room; no

ANDREW
YOUNG
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
other image has ever moved me
so. Seeing the cloud of dust
where the towers once stood is
too much to handle. We all need
to remember the image of the
towers falling; that is the only
image we can comprehend that
describes the horror of it all.
Imagine those that jumped over
90 stories simply because they
had a better chance of survival or
a less painful death that way.
Even so, there is more
imagery around us that can cause
our hearts to sink. The New York
skyline, both before and after the
collapse. The flag flying halfmast outside Fogler Library. A
lecture hall full of students
watching the news on a projector. Dining commons in total
silence. The cloud of dust trdveling up the streets looking much
like a cloud of fire from
"Independence Day." The amateur video when the recorder
yells "Holy shit! Holy shit ..."
watching the first plane impact
the World Trade Center. All of

these images will be burned into
our memory.
With any luck nothing will be
the same after this, and indeed
nothing should be. The world
community has rallied around
this great catastrophe. Not only
has our country been reunited in
a group effort of aid, but Canada,
Europe, Israel and rebel factions
in Afghanistan all cry out for
peace and justice. If this amount
of unity could occur without
tragedy, perhaps no tragedy
would befall anyone.
Many times it takes an utter
disaster to call us into action,
much like Pearl Harbor bringing
America into World War II or the
shooting at Columbine making
us think about our safety in a
way we should have long before.
Perhaps this is the beginning of
the end for terrorism; the world
will unite to bring every living
terrorist to justice once and for
all.
I'm glad the rest of us remain
safe, even though we have been
shaken to the core. Good night,
everyone. We have awoken in a
brave new world.
Andrew Young is a freshman
journalism major

Coping with different effects of the attack
to place, asking questions, hearing other peoples' pain and
telling their stories. Doing my

There is so much in this new
world that we could not have
imagined and still don't know. I

job- FociaPg 4is little as I could so
I could make it through.

didn't knnitoyatthort
the U.S. could be called

Feeling caught up with me
when I heard that booming. It
was one of many times my heart
has sunk, my throat has filled
and tears have rolled down my
cheeks.
I could use this space to urge
you to help or to reach out to
your neighbors in peace. But you
know that. I'm telling you, and
trying to convince myself, it's
OK to be afraid. It's OK to cry.
To reach out to those you love
and to those you don't know.

•XENOPHOBIA
It has often been said that in the
midst of a crisis people will pull
together. Looking at the people
around me,I see how true and how
untrue that statement can be. I
have seen incredibly touching
images on the television of New
Yorkers waiting for hours at a

change my life and everyone's
lives forever. And I still don't
know what the hours, clays,

upon to The war is no longer "over
work in a triage center, that I there." The war is in our cities
would talk to my friends about and in our hearts. But if we can
keep heart, I think it will save us.
going to war, that the world
If, in the coming years, our
fourthwouldn't be safe for
hearts still fill with pride at the
graders and for all children. I
didn't know the sight of flags sight of an American flag, if we
could send shivers through my support each other and our counbody and tears down my face. I try, I have hope that we will make
didn't know my brother, Matt, it. If, with the fear in our hearts of
what we do not know, there is
would be the only one who could
still room for hope for the future,
comfort me during Tuesday
night's vigil. I didn't know the then terror will not win.
Amanda Hebert is a senior
events of one hour, occurring
major
journalism
hundreds of miles away, could

Letters to the editor
there will be no "business as
usual" until we have learned to
live in this new world. With that
in mind we need to realize that
we no longer need "Must-see
TV." We need not only information, but honest, concise and factual information. I would like to
think those people in charge of
what we see on television would
have the insight to keep us in
touch with our global community. Instead of keeping us abreast
of how much is being wagered
on the Daily Double, I have the
question to the answer Channel
7: "What is at jeopardy?"
Adam Kfiykendall
Senior, International Affairs,
Performing Arts

from page 6

time, waiting to give blood. I have
seen local news footage of Maine
citizens, lined up at the Red Cross
doing the very same. And,justl tHe
other day, I saw UMaine students
gathered together on the mall,
praying for those who are in need.
Such efforts are truly inspirational.
It would be a great thing, if
everyone could respond in such
positive and constructive ways.
But, just as I've seen the best of
what humanity has to offer, I have
also seen the worst. I have had
friends, very dear to me, tell me
they feel worried and uncomfortable, even scared about what is
happening. They are not speaking
about the enemies overseas; they
are speaking about their very own
peers and classmates. Many
UMaine students are reporting
being stared at where ever they go,
being asked over and over again
where they are from—in essence,
being harassed. These students are
being discriminated against
because of the color tone of their
skin, the nature of their accent or
the country where they are from.

from page 6
One of the greatest things
about this country and this university is diversity. Now, that
diversity is at risk. Students who
appear to be of Middle Eastern or
Arabic ethnicity are being
blamed for atrocities with which
they had no part. Students from
non-Middle Eastern nations are
being categorized by people who
don't know any better. And any
Maine citizen or student who
happens to be Muslim is now
perceived by some as an enemy.
Looking back at our tumultuous
history, one would think we
would know better.
Thousands of lives have been
lost at the hands of a relative few.
And the sad truth is, we do not
know with any great certainty
who those people are. So, as we
begin to recover from these
tragedies, let us not blame indiscriminately. As long as we keep
hatred alive by lashing out
against each other, the healing
will never truly begin.
Devon Mcfarland
Senior, Journalism
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By Lasha Seniuk
Knight Ridder/Tribune
News Services
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pointment in past social decisions. Key areas of concern
may involve demanding work
habits, old vs. new friends or
complicated group events.

42..1L6

(March 21April 20). Property agreements or old family documents may cause delays.
Expect relatives or family
friends to request detailed
information or financial permissions. Many Aries natives
will soon expand home security.

CANCLIZ (June
22-July 22). A close friend
may compete for your attention or emotional support.
Although loved ones may
demand extra time and energy,
long-term friends will also
need your ongoing dedication.
Avoid group meetings or
quickly planned social gatherings.

T1AL12_11.5

(April
21-May 20). Complicated
social promises from the past
may require an extra effort.
Watch for close friends or colleagues to openly discuss yesterday's social events, changed
plans or romantic triangles.
Delicate issues may be
involved.

c

LMINI (May 21June 21). A recently silent
friend may challenge your
ideas or opinions. Watch for
loved ones to express disap-

L.. ._O

(July 23-Aug.
22). Key officials may soon
demand added efforts and dedication. Expect small projects
to become increasingly complicated. Scattered ideas or
revised time limitations may
cause delays or confusion.

V

i2_co (Aug. 23Sept. 22). A close friend may
request delicate romantic
advice. Personal relationships

8

or private social triangles are
complex. Expect others to
reveal rare encounters or emo- (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Loved ones
tional information. Some may be focused on small
Virgos may also experience a amounts of money and shortsubtle change in a family rela- term business agreements.
Expect friends and lovers to
tionship.
publicly question the ethics or
business practices of authority
figures. Public criticism,
(Sept. 23- although draining, is healthy.
Oct. 23). After a fairly intense
period of social or romantic
doubt, love relationships are
due to greatly expand. Watch
for lovers or marital partners (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). Recent flirto end a phase of emotional tations will deepen. Watch for
distance
and
mistrust. potential lovers to issue bold
Ongoing questions or social statements or obvious romandifferences will be easily tic invitations. Although
progress may have previously
resolved.
felt sluggish, lovers or close
friends will dramatically
change the pace of key rela(Oct. tionships.
24-Nov. 21). New emotional
options -or proposed home
changes may be on the agenda.
Watch for loved ones to
request a public shift of home (Jan. 21-Feb. 19). Renewed
priorities or new social rules in sensuality will captivate your
romance. Intimacy, mutual attention. Although work or
friendships or shared time in educational duties are pressthe home may be a strong con- ing, shared moments of intimacy will prove far more
cern.
appealing. Single Aquarians
can expect a romantic invitation from a colleague.

a

412Lb

LINZA

coopzicozN

6C012.1710

7
1 16C6

(Feb. 20March 20). Instructions from
key officials will be unclear.
Expect intense reactions from
colleagues or managers.
Ongoing errors will not be
easily corrected. Avoid acting
as mediator or team negotiator.

ir
1.5

"OLP_ blIZTUDAY
\VE_LIL_ ... expect

significant romantic change to
arrive in all key relationships.
Previously stalled relationships will begin an active and
emotional stage. For many
Virgos, a six-month period of
complex social issues and
vague romantic commitments
is ending.

A2LIAIZILI6

You'll be shmked to get the latest college news, including sports updates,
carpus events and rore sent direct to your e-reil. For FREE. It's the e-News
you need to know, uhen you need to know it. So go to our newpaper web
site, 110111 and REGISTER TODAY. It's surprisingly easy.
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DIVERSIONS
BY BILLY O'KEEFE

PAUL

WWW.MRBILLY.COM

WHOA, WHAT A DREAM! I DREAMT I WAS THIS DUMB,
SRAM IDIOT WHO WAS ALREADY t-OSIN6 HIS HAIR
AND HAD NO WAY WITH WOMEN, AMONG OTHERS!
YOU, MW HOT, RICH HUSBANDq. 011
NO, YOU JUST HAD A BAD DREAM.

BY BILLY O'KEEFE

PAUL

WWWARBILLY.COM

50 ARE YOL1
SAVING I COULD BE

GAN! NIGHTTIME ALREADY!
PLANNED SO DAN6 MUCH
THAT I DIDN'T
FIND ONE
FIZE41:1N1 JOB!

40111Z BOSS'?

3j.

Al-WAYS MAgING
SCHEDULES, TODO LISTS)PLANS,
PIE CHARTS... All
JUST WAYS TO
AVOID ACTUAL-1-'1

COMPL-ETIN6 THE

TASK AT HAND.

CAPTAIN RIBMAN -2 Thumbs Up

by Sprengeimeyer & Davis

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Dulled by
overindulgence
6 Tack on
9 Barn bedding
14 Make joyful
15 One Stooge
16 Van Dines
Vance
17 Walt Disney's
middle name
18 Play part
19 Make fresh
20 In-line traveling?
23 Farm enclosure
24 Language on
Soyuz
25 Every last one
28 Supped
29 Fanatic
30 Bronx cheer
31 Oodles
34 Hammer heads
36 Pitcher's slat
37 Scoundrels
38 Wish for
excessively
39 Ran like madras
40 Extremity
41 Deserves
42 Potters ovens
43 Negative
conjunction
we there yet?
44
45 Make free (of)
46 PGA prop
47 Dominate
50 Take a chair
53 Kissing game
56 Clamps
58 Promissory note
59 Cook over a grill
60 Skillful
61 Buffoon
62 Of hearing
63 Fills the hold
64 Harper or Spike
65 Thin-voiced
DOWN
1 Mocks
2 Distribute
3 Seven times a
week
4 & others
5 Gobi and
Negev

2

1

6

3

7

a

1

12

13

16

15

14

10

9

19

U ii
"iiU
UiUi21
UU• iii
ii Ui
UU
Ui
20

25

11

26

77

51

52

23UU

30

18

31

32

35

33

341..Ui

III

3/
4C

41

43

44

46

47

•

42

48

50

49

4U53

51

56

58

59

64,

61

62

61

64

65

© 2001 Tribune Media Services, Inc
All rights reserved,

6 Build up
7 Piers
8 People held in
custody
9 Short races
10 Afterward
11 Sound familiar
12 Pub potable
13 Holy cow!
21 Regret bitterly
22 Ridicule
26 Sophia of Two
Women"
27 Burdens
28 Commercials,
briefly
31 Odor
32 Rocky
watercraft
33 Spoke to
34 Having
possibility
35 Holiday lead-in
38 Leslie of "Gigi"
39 Auction action
41 Bigots
42 Unit of pressure

,

iii
8/17/01

Solutions
S3CIV1
331
A0338
Id 3C1V
ssv
ivkinv
S3S IA
no'
11089
11093HIN1dS
3
331
1081NO3
11S
HON
38V
C118
0N3
S31V8
SN11)I
.I. 3 AO 0 SW
0318
SCIVOS
3d
V83
SN
3 i v
ION
000
AIS
Nv 1 SSnid
ilv
ON I 1V)49831108
SV 113
10V
38
M3
31V13
30IN
011H
030V
00V
MV81
45 Scott novel,"
Roy"
48 The ones there
49 Practice
recycling
50 Shop
51 Greek epic

52 Actor Savalas
54 Le Pew of
cartoons
55 Quiz answer
56 Kilmer of The
Doors"
57 Director Lupino
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— "Love Your Body" — a three-act play,
Wednesday, Sept. 19, at 7:30 p.m. in 101 Neville
Hall; Free.
— United
Voices of
America Open
Mic — production to benefit the Red Cross —
Bring
poetry,
music
art
and
reflections,
Friday, Sept. 21, at 8 p.m.at the Bear Brew Pub.
A donation box will be available and Bear Brew
will match donations. Over 21 after 9 p.m.

Digital treasures

Up and

over

Where to get your music
fix with Napster cutoff
By Dawn C.
Chmlelewskl
Knight Ridder
Newspapers
By now, your Napster-furnished music collection is about
as current as that smudged,frayed
collection of magazines at the
doctor's office.
It's been two months since the
pioneering music service went
dark and cut off your supply of
hot new downloads. Where's a
digital music lover to turn?
The recording industry would
point to the Virgin Megastore
nearest you. Certainly, that's one
option. So, too, is waiting for the
record label-backed subscription
services — MusicNet and
Pressplay — poised to launch
later this month.
But in the interest ofinstant gratification, we sought other ways to get
your MP3 fix. We're not alone.
Napster's high-profile flameout hardly extinguished the digital-music phenomenon it created.
Millions of disconnected music
fans have migrated to successor
services like Morpheus and
KaZaA, which offer music — and
much, much more.
Here's an assessment of the
five most popular file-swapping
ser vi c e s:
—KAZAA, MORPHEUS
AND GORKSTER
If you're looking for the next

Napster, this is it.
These services are powered by
FastTrack, a revolutionary peerto-peer technology developed and
licensed by a Dutch company.
They're faster than Napster, just
as easy to use — and offer more
selection. Anything that can be
converted to bits can be downthrough
KaZaA,
loaded
Morpheus and Gorkster: movies,
books, music videos and pictures.
The FastTrack applications.
share similar tools and features.
It's an integrated application,
allowing you to search, download
and organize your media files in
one place. The searches are fast producing results in seconds. The
intelligent download feature
simultaneously pulls pieces of the
file from several sources to speed
the transfer,and assure that the file
arrives intact.
It took less than a minute to
download Alicia Keys' single,
"Fallin" using a cable modem.
(Those cursed with a 56k modem
would have to wait about 13 minutes for the same file.) It took
only slightly longer - six minutes
- to download her music video.
But KaZaA is more than just
music: it's a digital smorgasbord
of media files. You can find
handicam bootlegs of every film
released this summer, from
"Planet of the Apes" to
See RAPSTER on page 12
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enjoys his afternoon by
Maine,
Sherman,
Jason Unterreiner, a first-year student from
practicing some tricks on his bike this past Friday.

NY poet to bring rhythm,
melody to writer series
By Nathan Webster
For The Maine Campus

improvisational style. "I respond
to the audience, work with chance
and see what happens. Expect a
While University of Maine stu- delivery of words, melody,
dents are waiting for the next big rhythm and speech."
Patton won the 1993 Sustained
rock or rap group to hit campus,
they may want to check out anoth- Achievement in Literary Arts
er intense art form: poetry. While award from the New York City Arts
it may lack the grooving beats and in Education organization. She
catchy melodies, it can be just as also has published many poems in
much of an experience.
numerous magazines and written a
Julie Patton will be the first to book, "Teething on Type." Patton
perform in the New Writing poet- has lectured and held workshops at
ry series this Thursday, hosted by numerous universities in this counthe UMaine English Department try and abroad.
Poetry
Pushing the envelope with her
the
National
and
Foundation. Patton is a New verbal performances, Patton has
York-based poet and performer, also collaborated with numerous
and she takes a less than conven- renowned musicians who play
tional approach to poetry.
their instruments while Patton
"I perform whatever appeals to infuses it with spoken word.
f4e=nGti5iii.other§, Patton has collab-.
tiardaY7` Y'Vtbh

orated with jazz clarinetist Don
Byron.
"Recently I've been touring,
recording and working with composer Uri Caine," Patton said.
Caine is an internationallyknown, award-winning jazz and
classical composer.
The audience at Patton's performance on campus can expect
the unexpected.
"I like to take a chance on them
and see where the moment takes
me. I'm fascinated by language,"
Patton said.
Poetry enthusiasts and newcomers alike should keep their
calendars open this semester.
Patton's performance will be the
first of 10 events involving more
Sao POT op par lt2

All readings at 4:30 p.m. in Soderberg Center
Auditorium, J-enness Hall, University of Maine

20 September - Julie Patton
27 September - Robert Creeley
4 October -Pat Ranzoni & Gary Lawless
11 October - Bill Berkson
18 October - Benjamin Friedlander & Alan
Gilbert
25 October - Rachel Blau DuPlessis
1 November - Alice Notley
8 November - Jeff Clark & Damon Krukovvski
15 November - Ken Norris, Rob McLennan &
Gil McElroy
6 December - Laura Moriarty & Steve Benson
0
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Ensemble makes Brahms come alive
By Erin Desrochers

Patrick Bolin on saxophone.
The first movement of
Brahms' "Opera 114" was alleIn the wood-infested cavern of gro, meaning lively, and captivatMinsky Recital Hall, the faculty ed the audience at the first few
chamber ensemble Cadenzato stringed notes. The piano, cello
delighted a small crowd of atten- and clarinet took turns harmonizdees Saturday night with classical ing and soloing, creating a patchand interpretive works.
work of sound. Alternately, each
A new chamber group, instrument sang with vibrancy as
Cadenzato, consists of Beth each musician made Brahms'
Wiemann on clarinet, Noreen work seem alive.
The second movement adagio,
Silver on cello, Phillip Silver on
meaning
at ease, was slower and
piano, Elizabeth Downing on
notes
seemed to linger in the
flute, Joshua Whitehouse on the
trumpet and flugelhorn, Stuart air causing a haunting effect.
The second piece sounded
Marrs on percussion, Ludlow
Hallman as the narrator and quite unusual. Entitled "The
For The Maine Campus

Moose," it was composed by Beth
Wiemann and based on a poem by
Elizabeth Bishop. It was a bold
but artistic move to combine poetry and classical music, but it was
incredibly moving. Differing
greatly from the first classical
piece, "The Moose" brought
together the two art forms seamlessly. A computer-generated tape
of the poem played as the musicians played their instruments.
Through Wiemann's music, the
poem came to life.
After intermission came a
dynamic work by William
Walton entitled "Façade - An
Entertainment."
Twenty-one

shorter pieces of all different
musical genres combined with the
narration of Ludlow Hallman over
the better part of an hour.
With a comical clearing of his
throat, Hallman took the audience
into "En Famille," that, unlike the
piece's opening, began a bit mellow and picked up around the
middle to building crescendo.
Emotions ran across the spectrum
from calm to excite.
From there, Cadenzato took an
enthralled audience through the
works with the aid of a printed
translation sheet. Members of the
crowd felt the short sadness of
"Mariner Man," the quick tongue

twisting narration of "TangoPasodoble" and the darkness in
"Lullaby for Jumbo," which was
nothing like a lullaby, and in fact,
bared an eerie resemblance to
Disney's "Dumbo."
"Sir Beelzebub"came as the last
piece in "Facade," beginning with a
small drum roll and ending the concert with a bang. Hearty applause
filled the recital hall as the entertaining evening came to a close.
Both wonderful and inventive,
the
faculty
members
of
Cadenzato looked as they truly
enjoyed themselves, each breaking into smiles and laughter
before the final bow.

School of Performing FIRST PERSON:
MOVIN' & GROOVIN'
Arts in need of workers WITH DJ PHUZZ
By Jess Bishop
Interested in theater? Do you
have work-study? Most importantly, are you looking for a job? If
you answered "yes" to all of these
questions, then the solution is
waiting in the Class of 1944 hall.
The University of Maine
School of Performing Arts resides
in 1944 Hall and as of right now

a close, beginnings of the
spring's musical, "A Funny
Thing Happened on the Way to
the Forum," will have to take
place. Along with the large productions, will come the Maine
Masque show and the University
of Maine Dance Concert.
According to SPA technical
director Dan Daugherty, there
has been a definite shortfall in
labor over the summer. With both

son and can only afford to hire
work-study students. Help is
truly wanted, especially for people interested in theater.
"We have a good time...we
enjoy what we do and that's why
we do it," Daugherty said.
The SPA provides job opportunities for people who are dedicated and can give significant
amounts of time to helping with
sets. Also looking for work-

and flickering light.
OK, so I didn't spend last
Thursday night in Zimbabwe
I attempt to keep myself hid- observing the natives, but I did go
den amongst the brush as to to the dance at Union Central feaobserve the ancient tribe that has turing DJ Phuzz and his tribal
gathered to perform a ritualistic dance music.
dance.
The dance was part of the
Slowly the dominant male Movin'and Groovin'series put on
comes into view, with the less by the Campus Activities Board.
aggressive males and females Things started slowly around 9

the vast scene shop is nearly
empty. Hopes are to fill the shop

graduating seniors and students
electing not to return to help in

study students is the costume
shop, located in 1944 just around

forming a circle around him.
One male has separated himself

p.m., with two or three people
moving to the bumping techno

first with student workers, and
appropriately afterwards constructing the sets for the fall season of the SPA.
The difficult lineup this year
calls for determined and dedicated workers: This fall brings
"Picasso at the Lapin Agile" and
"Noises Off" to the campus. As
soon as fall productions come to

the shop, workers are needed to
suit the student body, espeeially
the large first-year class.
"The larger the audience, the
better that [SPA] wants to do, and
also there's opportunity for the large
class to be involved...and see the
shows," Daugherty said.
Unfortunately the SPA was hit
with severe budget cuts this sea-

the corner from the scene shop.
Anyone interested in working
in the SPA scene shop should contact Daniel Daugherty either at
581-1767 or on FirstClass for
information.
"It's a great feeling when the
curtain goes up and you hear the
collective 'OH' from the audience," Daugherty said.

from the group, masterfully
using some sort of musical
apparatus to aid in the dance.
The Alpha male begins to move,
incorporating a series of small
jumps and fluid movements in
his performance.
Many of his fellow tribespeople eagerly join in, creating a dazzling display amidst the music

beat amidst disco lights and a
laser show.
As the night went, the crowd
got loose and grew to at least 25
by 10 p.m.
Fun was had by all, including
Sarah Delano, a first-year student.
Delano learned a move or two,
summing up the evening by saying,"I like this dancin' thing."

For The Maine Campus

By Jackie Farwell

For The Maine Campus
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The Bangor Daily News is accepting
applications for a part-time delivery position. The successful applicant will deliver
newspapers to selected dealer locations
and replacement copies to subscribers in
the Greater Bangor area. We offer a 1520 hour (2-3 shift per week) schedule
rotating between Monday thru Saturday
from 5:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and
Sundays from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
The News will provide a company vehicle
for use during the shift and candidates
must have a valid driver's license with a
clean driving record. Applicants must
also be reliable, courteous and enjoyworking with customers.
This is an excellent opportunity to earn
$7.10/hr and supplement your current
income. If this opening appeals to you,
we would like to hear from you. Please
forward a resume or apply in person to:
Human Resource Department
Bangor Daily News
491 Main Street
Banger, ME 04401
Email: Ddnhr(o)bangerriailynews.net
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Poet
than a dozen poets scheduled in
the New Writing series.
"The response to this series
last year was pretty amazing,
there was lots of interest," said
Steve Evans, a professor in the
UMaine English department and
coordinator of the events.
According to Evans, more than
1,000 people collectively attended the series last year. "This year
people are warmly enthusiastic
and interested," Evans said.
This year's roster of poets
includes a mix of locally and
nationally-known
authors.
Among them is Robert Creeley,
who was named poet laureate of
the state of New York in 1992.

from page 10
UMaine
faculty
members
Benjamin Friedlander and Ken
Norris are also scheduled in the
events.
"However, we've made a concerted effort to make this series
distinct from the run-of-the mill
type of poetry series," Evans said,
regarding Patton's style. "What
you read in high school poetry
isn't the only thing out there."
Julie Patton will be performing
in the Soderberg Auditorium in
Jenness Hall on Thursday, Sept.
20, at 4:30. The other nine
events will be on each remaining
Thursday in the semester, at the
same time and location. All who
are interested may attend the

Napster
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"American
Pie
2."
Unfortunately,
numerous
attempts'to download one film,
"Shrek," produced less than cinematic results: all night downloading the 83-minute animated
film, only to discover it was
devoid of video. Oh well, what
do you want for nothing?
The selection is staggering
because all the FastTrack applications
—
of
MusicCity's
Morpheus, share the same network. So if you search KaZaA for
Missy Elliott's song "One Minute
Man," you'll get results from any
computer
throughout
the
FastTrack universe.
The only difference you'll
notice among the applications is
in
the
legal
disclaimers.
MusicCity, the Nashville company behind Morpheus, warns users
about respecting intellectual property rights, cautioning that those
who flagrantly infringe on a third
party's rights will be kicked off
the network.

services, you need to know the
artist or song title you're looking
for — otherwise, you'll come up
empty-handed. Just like Tower
Records.
AudioGalaxy classifies music
into more than 100 styles, including obscure genres like cow punk,
roots reggae or organic house
(that's electronica). You can sample a handful of songs within the
genre or search the entire Galaxy
according to musical style.
The overall music selection on
AudioGalaxy is vast. But even
though the Satellite software automatically selects the file closest to
you for download, we found
transfer times slower than other
file-swapping services, like
FastTrack
AudioGalaxy is a browserbased application that's intentionally compact so it doesn't
take long to download or strain
system resources. That means it
doesn't come with frills, like
media players.

AUDIOGA LA XY
You're an audiophile: one of
those music purists who lament
the recording industry's shift from
vinyl to "cold" CDs. And compressed MP3 music files assault
your ears.
Check out AudioGalaxy. It
offers the highest-quality music
for download — at near CD-quality sampling rates of up to 256
kilobits per second. That's double
the 128 KBPS rate found on most
file-swapping services.
Its search feature overcomes
the greatest shortcoming of fileswapping services: the inability to
discover new music. With most

IMESH
This venerable file-swapping
service has been around as long as
Napster. And more than 15 million people have downloaded the
software which allows you to
search for music, videos, software
and documents.
As with other peer-to-peer
applications, the files reside on
other users' computers. And files
are transferred from one desktop
to another without a central server
acting as traffic cop and directing
the files.
Although the interface looked
like the son-of-Napster, we discovered one new, annoying wrin-

CAMPUS PHOTO • JULIE ALTENHOFF.
Nick Darak, Kevin A. Allen and Allison Gray cuddle inside a ski box on order to test
its volumetric capacity. Allen stated,"It was fun, and besides there is nothing better to
do in Maine."
kle: pop up ads that explode in
But now you should forget the
the middle of the screen after hype. AIMster isn't worth your
downloads, and pulsating banners time.
promoting low-interest Visa
The software is difficult to
cards.
use, requiring someone to actualThe iMesh application comes ly read the instructions to perform
bundled with third-party adware simple tasks, such as uploading
from eZula, SaveNow and the files to share with other users.
New.net designed to serve tarThe program is buggy. Even
geted advertising that somehow AlMster acknowledges conflicts
relates to your search for Sugar with third-party applications that
Ray's song "When It's Over." automatically
load
with
Perhaps a good divorce lawyer? Bearshare. It apparently doesn't
You can't opt-out of installing like Microsoft's Office 2000,
the third-party software. How either.
annoying.
Song searches produce quick
results but you'll have to live
AIMSTER
with delayed gratification. Click
AIMster is here to attest that to download a song only to
lawsuits can be a great publicity. receive a prompt that it wasn't
The file-swapping service, which available or to try again in 60
piggybacks on America Online's seconds.
popular AOL Instant Messenger
The search function is at best,
software, attracted more than one er, imprecise. A search for
million users when the recording Madonna videos received results
industry slapped it with a copy- whose abbreviated file-names right infringement suit. AIMster "spears teen sex" - suggest porn,
grabbed plenty of headlines and not pop. AIMster's Guardian softcurious file-swappers couldn't ware claims to filter objectionable
help but investigate.
material.

LESS CRIME IS
NO ACCIDENT
It takes you — and programs that work!

The STUDENT ACADEMIC CONFERENCE
TRAVEL FUND for Undergraduate Students will hold
its first competition of the academic year. The fund
serves undergraduate students who need financial
assistance for travel to meetings/conferences of an
academic nature. Applications must be submitted to the
Office of the Executive Vice President and Provost(201
Alumni Hal) by September 24, 2001. Money wil be
awarded for travel taking place between September 25,
2001 ande February 15, 2002. Applications can be
obtained from Joan Day at the Provost's Office, 201
Alumni Hall, or by calling 1-1547.
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Call 1-800-WE PREVENT,
and well send you a free bookiet
on how you can support programs
in your community that keeokIos
away from crime and crime away
from kids.

1-800-WE PREVENT
ATTENTION! WE NEED YOUR HELP!
The Agent Institute is looking for a dedicated undergraduate or graduate student to help with this year's "Arctic Blast" Lego robotics competition. Work is from now until December 14.
WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT
Position: Student Program Supervisor. Recruit and coordinate volunteers, help with press releases and web updates, help with placing
orders for materials, coordinate meetings with coaches and volunteers, work on December 9 (Saturday) when the competition is held
at the field house. 15 hrs. per week, $6.65 per hour.
216 East Annex-Call 581-2023
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Spring Break 2002! Student Express is
now hiring sales reps. Cancun features
FREE meals and parties at Fat
Tuesday's-MTV Beachhouse
Headquarters. Acapulco, Mazatland,
Jamaica, Bahamas, South Padre, Florida.
Prices from $469 with major airlines.
24,000 travelers in 2001. 1-800-787-3787
for free brochure.
Dookit@studentexpress.corn
.www.stu.iptexprep
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Football

•
CAMPUS PHOTO • FRED NICHOLS
A UMaine football player vomits between sprints during a practice. Nausea
and vomiting are often early symptoms of heat exhaustion.

Volleyball

from page 14

recruit for the 2001 campaign. The left-

handed, right-side hitter was rewarded for
her solid play by earning a spot as
UMaine's only representative on the
Nanook Classic All-Tournament Team.
Gabriel tallied 29 kills and 24 digs in the
three matches to go along with a team-

high 13 block assists.
Senior outside hitter Voss, an AllConference First Team selection last season, had 19 kills and 18 digs in the win
over Navy were both season highs. She
has reached double-digits in kills in all but
one match this year.

from page 16

Walsh
some more tests and check-ups, the article
said.
The Maine hockey team continues dryland training. The first practice on ice will
take place on Sept. 25. The team will play

its preseason Blue/White Game, an
intrasquad scrimmage, on Sept. 30 at 1
p.m. at Alfond Arena. It is unknown when
Walsh will be able to return to his coaching duties.

"Here, [training professionals] have
been doing a great job of talking to us
about watering our players and taking care
of their systems and their needs when hot
weather comes about," Cosgrove said.
Practicing indoors is not an option here
during the hot summer because Alfond
Arena is too small to accommodate the
team. The weather in Maine, however, is
not comparable to what football players
have to deal with in places like South
Carolina and Georgia, where hot weather
occurs more frequently and in greater
intensity than in Maine.
"We rarely have days that are oppressively hot," Cosgrove said. "We rarely
have [days] that have the mugginess that
makes you nervous."
Heatstroke occurs when the body is
unable to regulate its temperature. The
body's temperature rises rapidly, the
sweating mechanism fails and the body is
unable to cool down. Temperatures may
rise to 106 degrees or higher within ten to
15 minutes, causing death or permanent
disability if treatment is not provided.
The problems this summer started with
Eraste Austin, an 18-year-old freshman at
the University of Florida, who died July
25 from heatstroke complications suffered
on July 19 following a voluntary workout
on campus. Austin, a 6-foot 2-inch, 250
pound graduate of St. Thomas More High
School, was one of the most decorated
prep stars in Louisiana last year.
On Aug. 3, Northwestern's starting
safety, Rashidi Wheeler, collapsed during conditioning skills and died a short
time later. Initial medical reports indicated that heat did not contribute to
Wheeler's death. He was an asthmatic
and used an inhaler during the day's
practices.
Tragedy struck the NFL for the first
time on July 31, when 6-foot 4-inch, 335
pound offensive lineman Korey Stringer
died after suffering from complications of
heatstroke. The temperature at the time of
practice was 88 degrees and the heat index
was at 103 degrees.
"A big guy like Korey Stringer, who
has a lot of muscle mass, makes a lot of
heat," William Roberts, medical director
of the Twin Cities Marathon and an
authority on heat-related illness, said.
"He's also carrying probably a thicker fat
layer around his belly and his trunk so
he's got even more insulation, and it's
even harder to get rid of the heat, even in
good conditions."
Even though the temperature may be
really hot one day, taking a day off is
never an option with' the Black Bears.

from page 16
Maine coaches put a plan together in the
preseason and they want to stick to it.
They plan everything about practices,
whether it be the times, length, content or
strategy, and even weather will not affect
it. If lightning comes they will go in and if
it is hot then they may back off on a few
things such as length and number of periods. The main goal, however, is to get
content into the practices.
Several news sources claim Stringer's
death may have been related to his 335pound frame. At UMaine, the staff tries to
get the players weight under control and to
condition the players so they can perform
more effectively.
"One of the things we make sure we do
is give a conditioning test when they come
back and if they don't pass the test that
sends us a red flag right there," Cosgrove
said.
The gut reaction of the coaches in the
1970s was to run unconditioned players
into shape. Today, this is not generally
done because running players into shape
may lead to a heart attack or dehydration.
"We keep in mind factors that could
affect performance or lead to health
risk," Cosgrove said. "Those things to
me are common sense principles. I am
a guy that likes to make sure I practice
those principles."
Coaches and staff condition players but
they don't do it with the intention to hurt
them.
"You are doing it with the intelligence,
education [and] a [planned] approach to
get the guy back into shape," Cosgrove
said.
Some of the Black Bears were stunned
to hear of Stringer's death this summer
because death on the field is something
the players do not want to consider.
"I was shocked," senior captain Zack
Magliaro said. "It's something you don't
really think about. I never really thought
about it before. It kind of sticks in the back
of your head,"
While no UMaine player has suffered
from heatstroke, all the team can do is to
continue to play football without thinking
about problems that come from the heat.
"It's one of those things you can't
predict," UMaine quarterback Jake
Eaton said. "Football players are
always meant to be indestructible:
They are always pushing the extra
limit and there are not a lot of things
you can do. You've got to be in shape
and drink your water [and] when you
are hurt and the heat is going through
you, you've got to tell someone."

Classifieds
www.fund-u.com

Miscellaneous
LEGAL SERVICES FOR
UNDERGRADUATES-Free
consultation. Service of
Student Government. M-WTH; 581-1789

Gay/Les/Bi/Trans/Questioni
ng? Coffee Talk--207 Little
Hall. Every Tuesday 7pm8:30pm

Looking to earn money for
your organizations or yourself? Try Fund-U, no cost
fundraising program that is
easy and reliable. Call 1866,48fimd41 or.. visit

Travel
Start your own Fraternity!
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for
men to start a new Chapter.
If you are interested in academic success, a chance to
network and an opportunity
to make friends in a nonpledging Brotherhood, email: zbt@zbtnational.org or
call 800-431-9674

Help Wanted

SPRING
BREAK
2002
Cancun,
Jamaica,
Barbados,
Bahamas,
Acapulco, Padre, Florida &
more. FREE MEALS for a
limited time!! FREE parties,
drinks, and exclusive
events! Visit www.SUNfor
SPLASHTOURS.com
details or Call 1-800-4267710."IT'S A NO BRAINER."

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
#1 SPRINGBREAK operator!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas
Check our website for the
& Florida. Now hiring
deals!
best
Campus Reps. 1-800-234www.vagabondtours.com
7007 or endlesssummerCancun, Bahamas, Jamaica
tours.com
-. Florida. Group organizers

EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH...Call today! 1-866break 00.

Advertise in the
Classifieds!

3 LINES... 2 ISSUES... $9
Call 581-1276
8 a.in.- 5p.m.
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Column

from page 16

tant. How can anything be
assumed now? Making plans in
the face of terrorist attacks seems
a fruitless endeavor. What was a
month-to-month, week-to-week,
day-to-day work schedule is
reduced to minute-by-interminable minute.
The Atlantic Coast Conference
is again in charge of the Bowl
Championship Series ratings. ACC
Commissioner John Swofford
issued a release Friday to answer
questions from the media about
how Saturday's postponements and
cancellations will affect the BCS.
"Obviously, there are many
more important concerns in our
country at this moment and there
will be plenty of time to deal with
any BCS issues that need to be
addressed in the near future,"
Swofford said.
Thank you, Mr. Swofford.
So what if college football has
a 10-game season in 2001? What
better way for history to remem-

ber and mark these horrific
events? If 25, 50 or 100 years
from now, someone looks back
on this season in a record book
and sees an asterisk and the
explanation for it, maybe that
will make sure they pause and
remember and reflect.
For the players especially,
some of whom might soon be
wearing military uniforms, this is
a way to remember. Their sport
was disrupted by a maniacal act.
Don't ever forget that.
I'm on a bunch of e-mail lists
so I get plenty of college football
"junk mail." One of my e-mails
Friday was a "media reminder"
from the Middle Tennessee sports
information department: "The
Middle Tennessee football press
conference will resume on
Monday at 2:30 p.m."
Back to business, back to the
games, back to normal.
Oh, were it that simple.

Women's Soccer
The backfield consists of senior Nancy Dillingham and the
freshmen Consalante and Kelly.
Sophomores Angie LeBlanc and
Sawyer Hanson will also see significant time in the backfield.
Hodge will key the attack
from her center midfield position,
along with sophomore Jen
Buckley. They will have senior
Mary Miller and sophomore Kim
Walsh at their flanks.
Sophomore Annie Hamel
leads the forwards, playing striker. She will have junior Maija
Kaldro and sophomore Emily
Stevens on her wings. Sophomore
Jessica Wojcik as well as freshman Rachel Kennedy will also
see a lot of playing time up front.
Kate Crawford will also see a
bulk of the playing time, but an
injury sustained in preseason kept
her out of action.

UMaine started its season in
early September by hosting the
Black Bear Invitational. UMaine
took second place in its own tournament by defeating Manhattan
College 3-0 on Sept. 1, and then
playing to a 0-0 tie with Central
Connecticut. St. Lafayette won
the tournament by defeating both
Connecticut
and
Central
Manhattan, each by a score of 2-1.
Last Saturday night, UMaine
played a home game at Falmouth
High School against the Holy
Cross Crusaders, falling in that
game by a score of 2-1.
UMaine was scheduled to play
in the Wisconsin Badger Classic
in Madison, Wisc., but pulled out
of the tournament Wednesday.
The Black Bears open their
America East conference schedule
at home this weekend when they
take on Albany and Stony Brook.

...always wear a condom.
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UMaine volleyball plays on
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Join our Circulation Sales Team as a
telephone sales representative introducing the Bangor Daily News to prospective
customers and placing customer service
calls to current subscribers,
We are looking for an ambitious, courteous and experienced salesperson to join
our sales team.The successful candidate can work up to 19 hours per week,
with a flexible schedule of Monday
through Friday evening shifts plus available Saturday hours.
This is an excellent part-time opportunity
to earn at least $7.30 through a generous commission plan. You may also earn
vacation time and incentives. Interested
candidates are invited to forward a
resume or apply in person to:
Human Resource Department
Bangor Daily News
491 Main Street
Bangor, ME 04401
Email: tocIntirtFobangordailynews net
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Sophomore Claire Poliquin (11) had a season-high 15 kills against Dartmouth on Wednesday.
Lori Mahoney (4) and Leah Voss (13) look on.
By Eric Russell
For The Maine Campus
Amidst the aftermath of an
almost unspeakable tragedy this
past Tuesday, the University of
Maine women's volleyball team
did what it felt it had to do: play
on. The Black Bears hosted
Dartmouth College Wednesday
night in one of the only campus
sporting events not cancelled or
postponed. The team fell to the
Big Green 3-2 (30-16, 22-30, 3335, 30-20, 12-15).
"We talked about it as a team
and we realized that all we could
do was play with passion, desire
and heart," head coach Sue
Medley said. "In times like this,
those are the things that life is all
about."
The Black Bears ran their season record to 2-5 after
Wednesday's loss.
UMaine looked strong in its
match against Dartmouth, a team
that beat the Black Bears on two
occasions last season, but was not
able to come away with a victory.
"We did not capitalize on
opportunities," Medley said of
the loss. "I'm very happy with
how we're battling, and yes, we're
going to win those matches later
this season."
UMaine has been competitive
against tough teams early this
year, but has not always been able
To7cAlflet.42,411V.0.404'slar's

to take over a match and seal a
victory. The young team is still
adapting to collegiate play, which
has included a new rule change
this season: rally scoring.
In previous seasons, teams
could score points only when
they held serve. If the serve was
broken, it was just a side-out and
the other team would gain control
of the serve, but wouldn't receive
a point. In 2001, the NCAA
adopted the rally scoring system
that has been used in international play, and the reaction so far,
has been mixed.
"[Rally scoring], makes you
accountable for your errors and
that's really nailing us," Medley
said. "We have a tendency to
make a lot of errors."
Senior outside hitter Leah
Voss again led UMaine with 19
kills and 18 digs, both tying season highs. Sophomore Claire
Poliquin also had a season-high
15 kills, as did sophomore setter
Cheryl Elliott with 56 assists.
Senior middle blocker Adrienne
Poplawski (10 kills and 11 digs)
and first-year player Carmen
Gabriel(12 and 18) both recorded
double-doubles for the Black
Bears.
UMaine did not travel to
Connecticut to play in the Sacred
Heart Invitational over the weekend, as the tournament was cancelled.

UMaine's tournament finish
the previous weekend could be
blamed on jet lag or the frigid
Alaskan air. But whatever the reason, the University of Maine volleyball team returned home from
Fairbanks, Alaska, with just one
win in three games at the Nanook
Classic.
"I thought we handled the
environment very well," coach
Medley said.
Medley knows her team could
have a better record by playing a
softer schedule, but that ultimately is not her goal. As long as her
team is in top shape heading into
conference play, tough losses will
have served their purpose.
"We could be 7-0 or 5-2 if I
had scheduled a little bit differently," Medley said. "But to play
the caliber of teams that we're
playing and to be battling as hard
as we are, says a lot."
UMaine lost last weekend on
Friday and Saturday to the host,
University of Alaska-Fairbanks,
2-3 (28-30, 13-30, 30-25, 30-17,
12-15), and to eventual tournament champion Eastern Illinois
University, 0-3(15-30,29-31, 3133). The team picked up its second win of the season on Sunday
with a 3-1 victory over Navy (3026, 28-30, 30-25, 30-23).
Carmen Gabriel of Watson,
Saskatchewan, is Medley's top
See VOLLEYBALL on page 13
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Soccer team breaks Ryder Cup postponed until 2002
through at Holy Cross
By David Teel
Daily Press

By Kevin Gove
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
men's soccer team picked up its
first win of the season last
Sunday, beating Sacred Heart 2-0
in Fairfield, Conn. Sophomore
Greg Bajek scored the game-winning goal at 56:55 on a shot from
about 20 yards out. Justin
Woycke assisted on the goal.
After a sluggish first half, the
Black Bears (1-2-0) got its
offense moving on the AstroTurf
and started producing scoring
opportunities.
We came out a little flat playing an away game on an artificial
surface which is a little different
for us," head coach Travers Evans
said. "In the second half we came
out roaring and scored two
goals."
After going scoreless in their
first two matches, the two tallies
were a shot in the arm for
UMaine's confidence.
"It was something we really
needed to do — to have us end on
a high note," Evans said.
Sophomore Luke Garner added
an insurance goal for the Black
Bears at 70:29. His shot to the far
corner of the Sacred Heart net was
assisted by junior Jack Rioux.
UMaine goalkeeper Mat
Cosgriff stopped a Pioneer penalty kick and turned aside one other

shot to earn the shutout.
The Black Bears opened the
2001 season at the University of
Rhode Island/Vvi,kefield Mall
Classic in Kingston, R.I. Maine
fell 5-0 to Rhode Island on
Sept.1, and suffered a 1-0 loss to
Quinnipiac on Sept. 3.
Against the No.16 nationallyranked Rams, Maine limited the
potent Rhode Island offense to
eight shots on goal in the first
half. Dennis Richards scored
early for the Rams with a deflection off a corner kick at 5:08.
Cosgriff made only two saves the
rest of the half as the UMaine
deficit remained one goal at the
break.
The Rams picked up the offensive pressure in the second half.
Gareth Elliot gave Rhode Island a
2-0 lead when he put home a pass
from Nicholas McCreath at the
56:38 mark. Then,the Rams doubled their advantage in a span of
56 seconds when Reuben Ray
found the back of the Black Bear
net on a long shot from midfield
at 68:18 and a Partick Rooney
shot was deflected past Cosgriff
off a UMaine defender with 69:14
gone. Sasha Gotsmanov scored
Rhode Island's final tally of the
match at 86:33.
The Black Bears'first America
East and home contest is on Oct.
2 when the University of New
Hampshire visits Alumni Field.

Experience key to
women's soccer win
By Jeff Mannix
Staff Reporter
The University of Maine
women's soccer team finished last
season with a 5-10 record after
winning five of its first six games.
A major factor in that record
was the team's youth. Six of the
11 starters on coach Scott
Atherley's team were freshmen,
two more were sophomores and
inexperience cost the Black Bears
down the stretch.
But all of these players are one
year older, with another year of
experience at the college level,
which should mean better results.
Adding to that is another good
recruiting class; this year's team
is optimistic.
"Our experience will hopefully allow [us] to sustain some consistency, and that will allow us to
be successful over an entire season," Atherley, who is in his third
season as coach, said. "Our
strength will come from our
young players having that game
experience."
Nine of UMaine's starters this
season are holdovers from last
season. The other two are freshman defenders, Alison Kelly and
Rachel
Consalante.
Linda
freshman
substitute
Kennedy, a
forward, has also gotten a large
amount of playing time. She
scored UMaine's only _goal in

NEWPORT NEWS, Va. —
Cancelled decades ago by World
War II, the Ryder Cup this year
has been postponed by the war
against terrorism.
The PGA of America
announced Sunday that the 2001
matches between the United
States and Europe, scheduled for
Sept. 28 to 30, at The Belfry in
England, are delayed until the fall
of 2002, with dates to be determined.
"Everything will remain the
same," U.S. captain Curtis
Strange said. "The teams, the site,
the captains. This will always be
the 2001 Ryder Cup team. Our
hats, our gear will still say '2001.'
And we will never forget why
we're playing in 2002."
They'll play in 2002 because
Tuesday's hijackings and subsequent aerial attacks on the World
Trade Center and Pentagon shook
the world. Immediately following
the tragedy, the Ryder Cup's governing bodies, the PGA of
America and European Ryder Cup
Board, began contemplating
appropriate response.
"This was not a players' vote,"
Strange said. "This was not a vote
from me, either, since I consider
myself one of the players. This
was the decision of the PGA of
America, doing what it believes is
right and appropriate. Obviously,
security was a concern. But everybody said safety would be OK."
While U.S. players were not
formally polled, they certainly
were consulted. And clearly, sev-

Saturday's game against Holy
Cross on a penalty kick.
Other returnees include players who have gotten not only college soccer experience, but
national and international experience as well. Seven Black Bears
participated in the Canada
Summer Games this past August
representing their respective
provinces. Three players represented Quebec: sophomore midfielder Katie Hodge; sophomore
forward Annie Hamel, who was
UMaine's leading scorer a year
ago; and freshman defender
Linda Consalante. Sophomore
forward Emily Stevens, who also
plays ice hockey, represented
Ontario along with freshman
Alison
Kelly.
defender
Sophomore midfielder Kim
Walsh played for Alberta and
Kate
forward
sophomore
Crawford represe.ited New
Brunswick.
Hodge was also called to duty
last winter by the Canadian
National Team while it was trying
to qualify for the Women's World
Cup, to be held in 2003.
Junior goalkeeper Naomi
Welsh returns for another season
in the net for the Black Bears. She
started 10 games last season, giving up 18 goals and making 43
saves.
See WOMEN'S SOCCER on page 14
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eral were skittish about traveling
overseas, among them Stewart
Cink and Tiger Woods.
Woods on Friday cancelled a
scheduled appearance at this
Trophy
Lancome
week's
Tournament in France. On his
Web site, Woods said he fears
"the security risks of traveling
overseas at the present time are
too great."
Nine European team members
were stranded last week in St.
Louis when the American
Express Championship was cancelled. Rather than fly home
commercially, they chartered a jet
Friday to London.
"Under the circumstances, it's
the only decision that could have
been made," European team
member Pierre Fulke told
reporters. "Everybody's gut feeling after Tuesday was that the
Ryder Cup would be in danger."
The postponement marks the
second interruption of Ryder Cup
competition. The event was not
staged from 1939 to 1945
because of World War II.
"The scope of last Tuesday's
tragedy in America is overwhelming," Jim Awtrey, the PGA
of America's chief executive officer, said. "It is a time to focus on
family, both those who have been
directly impacted and those closest to us who have been seriously
affected."
Sam
captain
European
Torrance called the postponement
"common sense." He said he is

Although scheduling has not
been finalized, the postponement
could alter the rotation among the
Ryder Cup and Presidents Cup,
golfs two biennial international
competitions.
The
team
Presidents Cup, pitting the U.S.
against an international team of
non-Europeans, is staged in even
years and is scheduled for Nov, 4
to10, 2002, in South Africa, The
Ryder Cup is staged in odd years.
With the Ryder Cup postponed
until 2002, it could remain in
even years, with the Presidents
Cup moving to 2003 and subsequent odd years.
Every major domestic sporting entity postponed or cancelled
competition last week, and
schedules resume today. The
PGA Tour, which scrapped four
tournaments last week, stages
the
Marconi Pennsylvania
Classic, which begins Thursday,
Sept. 20, at noon.
To show solidarity, Strange
has entered the event. The
Kingsmill pro said all competitors observe five minutes of
silence during the first round.
Also, Strange and most Ryder
Cup team members will participate in a ceremony Sept. 25, at
the Texas Open in San Antonio.
During the ceremony, golfers will
honor those killed in Tuesday's
attacks and donate money to the
relief effort.
"Would it have been right to
do the Ryder Cup thing in 7 to 10
days?" Strange asked. "I don't

"desperately heartbroken for all
the people involved in this terri-

know. There's no right or wrong
decision here. But there's nothing

ble tragedy. All I can feel at the
moment is an immense sadness."

wrong with sitting back', thinking
and mourning for a week or so."
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OCB
Off Campus Board
The Off Campus Board shall represent the offcampus students to groups such as the
University of Maine Student Government,Inc., the General Student Senate,the
administration ofthe University of Maine,the University of Maine System,and any other
organization that may effect the well being ofthe OffCampus Board's constituency.
Furthermore,the OffCampus Board shall provide services and implement policies aimed
at maintaining the well being ofthe offcampus students while enhancing their lives for
the better.

Office located 220A Lord Hall. Phone 581-1840
A Subdivision ofthe University of Maine Student Government,Inc.
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"We talked about it as a team and we realized that all we

Sports

could do was play with passion, desire and heart. In times
like this, those are the things that life is all about."
—University of Maine head volleyball coach Sue Medley

Hockey coach admitted to EMMC last Monday; suffering from respiratory problems
cancer, since June 2000. In July,
his cancerous left kidney was
removed, but tumors lingered in
BANGOR — University of his left lung and chest cavity.
.
Maine head hockey coach Shawn Walsh had his left lung removed
Walsh was admitted to the in late March of this year in
Intensive Care Unit at Eastern preparation for a stem-cell transMaine Medical Center in Bangor plant. In May, Shawn Walsh's
last Monday.
brother, Kevin, provided stemAccording to an article appear- cells that were transplanted in the
ing in last Thursday's Bangor hopes of ridding the tumors from
Daily News, Walsh admitted him- Walsh's chest.
self into the hospital because he
Because of that procedure,
was having difficulty breathing. Walsh has been on a regimen
He has required breathing assis- of immunosuppressant drugs to
tance but has not been on a life- help his body accept the new
support system.
stem-cells. Because these
Walsh has been fighting renal drugs suppress the immune
cell carcinoma, a form of kidney system, it makes the patient

more susceptible to infection.
Last month, a common infec-

plant took place.
Walsh is now fighting another
infection, but his condition is
improving, the BDN reported.
Walsh recently finished the
regimen of immunosuppressant
drugs, which means that his
immune system should be
strengthening again, according to
Saturday's BDN. His body will be
more able to fight off infections,
and the transplanted stem-cells
will be better able to eliminate or
reduce the tumors still occurring
in his chest.
Once Walsh's health is stable
enough, he will go back the
National Institute of Health for

BY WENDELL BARNHOUSE
KNIGHT RIDDER NEVNPAPER,

The sports world was shocked this summer when two college
football players and one professional died unexpectedly, two
from complications related to heatstroke and another, reportedly from asthma.
The three deaths stirred up debate as to whether there should
be any changes in the way practices are conducted. Today's
coaches are dealing with a problem that did not seem to exist in
years past, when coaches were thought to be more authoritarian. Back in the 1970s, when University of Maine head coach
Jack Cosgrove played here, practices were conducted much different than how he does it now.
"There was a lot of difference," Cosgrove said last week.
"Drinking water was a sign of weakness so you had to tough it
out and coaches wouldn't provide those breaks. That's just the
way it was."
Cosgrove recalled during his playing days he was told to eat large
salt tablets after practice.
Heat and dehydration have become serious issues recently, even
though few players have been fatally affected in the past.
See FOOTBALL on page 13

See COLUMN on page 14

Coach Walsh
tion to stem-cell transplant
patients was discovered during
an out-patient test at the National
Institute of Health in Bethesda,
Md., which is where the trans-

See WALSH on page 13
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UMaine football head coach Jack Cosgrove watches while his team stretches out on a hot, sunny day.
By Matthew Hritz
Staff Reporter

'the UMaine coaching staff encourage players to drink plenty
of water during practice.

Will it ever
be the same?
FORT WORTH — This column was supposed to have started
with the dateline "Gainesville,
Fla." Since early August, our college coverage plans had me
assigned to cover the TennesseeFlorida game.
Thankfully, there was no
game. The stadiums were as silent
as the skies were Wednesday and
Thursday.
Wednesday night the boss
called and asked if I still planned
on covering the game, which at
the time was on as scheduled. I
said "No." This was not about
fear. I wasn't afraid to fly. As my
wife pointed out, this is probably
the safest time in our history to
get on a commercial jet.
But would my 7-year-old son
wonder if he's ever going to see
his father again? And perhaps I'm
not heeding my own level of professional pride, but the idea of trying to write and make sense about
a college football game, even an
important one, seemed incredibly
trivial and senseless.
It is equally difficult to understand why it took until Thursday
afternoon, after the NFL decided
not to play, for all of NCAA
Division 1-A football to get on the
same page and postpone its
games.
No matter who is right or who
is wrong in the "play, don't play"
debate, rejoice in the fact that
there was a debate. There is no
ayatollah who says, "Thou shall
not play." The issue can be argued
and debated, the final decision
criticized. We have the right to
think what we want and then
express our opinions.
There were valid reasons for
playing. I believe the leaders of
the conferences and schools who
waited until Thursday to postpone
were in some sort of shock. It was
like they were reacting to some
sort of major weather disaster.
They said, "Maybe we can provide a diversion from the horrific
reality, show the world that we are
continuing our lives as normal."
Normal? Will that wofd ever
have the same meaning?
There is already talk about
next weekend's games. The ballof-ice fear in my stomach is that
Tuesday's calamitous events. were
simply the first of many. With
every "we have breaking news"
announcement, I duck and cover,
wondering what's next. Our vulnerability is showing and our
shadowy enemies know it.
Against that backdrop, who
can think about college football or
any other games? In covering
sports, you can plan ahead, look
at schedules, make assumptions
on which games will be impor-

Football coaches leery of heat at practices
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Shawn Walsh in intensive care
By Jeff Mannix
Staff Reporter
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